We perform a detailed analyses of the potentiality of the CERN Large Hadron Collider to study the single production of leptoquarks via pp → e ± q → leptoquark → e ± q, with e ± generated by the splitting of photons radiated by the protons. Working with the most general SU (2) L ⊗ U (1) Y invariant effective lagrangian for scalar and vector leptoquarks, we analyze in detail the leptoquark signals and backgrounds that lead to a final state containing an e ± and a hard jet with approximately balanced transverse momenta. Our results indicate that the LHC will be able to discover leptoquarks with masses up to 2-3 TeV, depending on their type, for Yukawa couplings of the order of the electromagnetic one.
I. INTRODUCTION
Leptoquarks, which are particles that carry simultaneously leptonic and barionic numbers, provide a clear sign for many extensions of the Standard Model (SM) that treat quarks and leptons in the same footing. There are many models exhibiting these new particles, such as technicolor [1] , composite models [2, 3] , grand unified theories [4] , and superstring-inspired models [5] . From the experimental point of view, leptoquarks possess the striking signature of a peak in the invariant mass of a charged lepton with a jet, which make their search much simpler without the need of elaborate analyses of several final state topologies.
Pair production of leptoquarks in a hadronic collider takes place via quark-quark and gluon-gluon fusions, being essentially model independent since the leptoquark-gluon interaction is fixed by the SU(3) C gauge invariance, with the only free parameter being an "anomalous chromomagetic moment" for vector leptoquarks. On the other hand, single production is model dependent because it takes place via leptoquark interactions with quarks and leptons. Notwithstanding, these two signals are complementary because they allow us not only to reveal the existence of leptoquarks but also to determine their properties such as mass and Yukawa couplings to quarks and leptons.
The direct search for leptoquarks with masses above a few hundred GeV can be carried out only in the next generation of colliders. In fact, there have been many studies of the production of leptoquarks in the future pp [6] , ep [7, 8] , e + e − [9] , e − e − [10] , eγ [11] , and γγ [12] colliders. In particular, the usual studies for leptoquarks in hadronic colliders concentrated on the processes [13] q + g → Φ lq + ℓ ,
q +q → Φ lq +Φ lq ,
where ℓ = e ± (µ ± ) and we denoted scalar and vector leptoquarks by Φ lq . These processes give rise to e + e − pairs with large transverse momenta accompanied by one or more jets.
In this work, we study the capability of the CERN Large Hadron Collider (LHC) to unravel the existence of first generation leptoquarks through the final state topology jet plus e ± . This process was first analyzed in Ref. [14] , and it occurs via
pp → e ± q → leptoquark → e ± q ,
where the e ± originates from the splitting of a photon radiated by a quark. This reaction
leads an e ± -jet pair with balanced transverse momenta, up to the detector resolution. This feature allows us to separate the production mechanisms (1)- (3) from the above reaction.
Therefore, this process provides one more handle to study the leptoquark properties.
We performed a careful analyses of the signal and its respective backgrounds for leptoquarks that couple to pairs e − u, e + u, e − d, or e + d, assuming the most general effective
Lagrangian that is invariant under
. We studied not only a series of cuts to reduce the backgrounds, but also strategies to discriminate among the several leptoquark types. Our analysis improves the previous one [14] since we considered all possible backgrounds as well as the most general model for leptoquarks.
We show in this work that the single leptoquark search at the LHC can discover, at the 3σ level, leptoquarks with masses up to 2-3 TeV, depending on their type, for an integrated luminosity of 100 fb −1 , a center-of-mass energy of 14 TeV, and Yukawa couplings of the order of the electromagnetic one. We also exhibit the region of the Yukawa coupling and leptoquark mass plane that can be ruled out at the LHC.
The outline of this paper is as follows. In Sec. II we introduce the SU(2) L ⊗U(1) Y invariant effective Lagrangians that we analyzed and present the available bounds on leptoquarks.
Sec. III contains a detailed description of the leptoquark signal and its backgrounds, as well as the cuts used to enhance the signal. We present our results in Sec. IV and draw our conclusions in Sec. V.
II. MODELS FOR LEPTOQUARK INTERACTIONS
A natural hypothesis for theories beyond the SM is that they exhibit the gauge symmetry SU(2) L ⊗ U(1) Y above the electroweak symmetry breaking scale v. Therefore, we imposed this symmetry on the leptoquark interactions. Moreover, in order to avoid strong bounds coming from the proton lifetime experiments, we required baryon (B) and lepton (L) number conservation, which forbids the leptoquarks to couple to pairs of quarks or leptons. The most general effective Lagrangian for scalar and vector leptoquarks satisfying the above requirements and electric charge and color conservation is given by [7] 
where F = 3B + L, q L (ℓ L ) stands for the left-handed quark (lepton) doublet, and u R , d R , and e R are the singlet components of the fermions. We denoted the charge conjugated fermion fields by ψ c = Cψ T and we omitted in Eqs. (6) and (7) the flavor indices of the leptoquark couplings to fermions. The leptoquarks
, andṼ L 2µ are doublets, and S 3 and U L 3µ are triplets. The quantum numbers for all leptoquarks can be found, for instance, in the last reference of [9] . In this work, we denoted the Yukawa couplings h and g by κ.
We can see from the above interactions that the main decay modes of leptoquarks are into pairs e ± q and/or ν e q ′ , thus, their signal is either a e ± plus a jet, or a jet plus missing energy. However, this is true provided the leptoquark masses are such that they can not decay into another leptoquark belonging to the same multiplet and a vector boson. Here we assumed that the leptoquarks belonging to the same multiplet are degenerate in mass.
Furthermore, we implicitly assumed that the leptoquarks couple only to the known particles,
i.e. we do not consider the scenario where the leptoquarks also couple to other new particles like charginos or neutralinos in R-parity violating SUSY models.
In this work we considered only the e ± q decay mode and took into account the corresponding branching ratio. We exhibit in Table I the leptoquarks that can be analyzed using the final state e ± plus a jet, as well as, their decay products. As we can see from Eqs. (6) and (7), only the leptoquarks R decay exclusively into a jet and a neutrino.
There have been many searches for leptoquarks which, so far, led to negative results.
Analyzing the decay of the Z into a pair of on-shell leptoquarks, the LEP experiments established a lower bound M lq > ∼ 44 GeV for scalar leptoquarks [15, 16] . Recently the LEP Collaborations [17] used their √ s = 161 and 172 GeV data to obtain the constraint M lq > ∼ 131 GeV for leptoquarks coupling to first family quarks and electrons. The search for scalar (vector) leptoquarks decaying exclusively into electron-jet pairs at the Tevatron constrained their masses to be M lq > ∼ 225 (240) GeV [18] . Furthermore, the experiments at HERA [19] placed limits on their masses and couplings, establishing that M lq > ∼ 216 − 275
GeV depending on the leptoquark type and couplings.
Low-energy experiments also lead to strong indirect bounds on the couplings and masses of leptoquarks, which can be used to define the goals of new machines to search for these particles. The main sources of indirect constraints are:
• Leptoquarks give rise to Flavor Changing Neutral Current (FCNC) processes if they couple to more than one family of quarks or leptons [20, 21] . In order to avoid strong bounds from FCNC, we assumed that the leptoquarks couple to a single generation of quarks and a single one of leptons. However, due to mixing effects on the quark sector, there is still some amount of FCNC left [22] and, therefore, leptoquarks that couple to the first two generations of quarks must comply with some low-energy bounds [22] .
• The analyses of the decays of pseudoscalar mesons, like the pions, put stringent bounds on leptoquarks unless their coupling is chiral -that is, it is either left-handed or right-handed [20] .
• Leptoquarks that couple to the first family of quarks and leptons are strongly constrained by atomic parity violation [23] . In this case, there is no choice of couplings that avoids the strong limits.
• The analyses of the effects of leptoquarks on the Z physics through radiative corrections lead to limits on the masses and couplings of leptoquarks that couple to top quarks [24, 25] .
As a rule of a thumb, the low-energy data constrain the masses of leptoquarks to be larger than 0.5-1 TeV when their Yukawa coupling is equal to the electromagnetic coupling e [22, 25, 26] . Therefore, our results indicate that the LHC can not only confirm these indirect limits but also expand them considerably.
III. SIGNALS AND BACKGROUNDS FOR THE PRODUCTION OF LEPTOQUARKS
In this work we focus our attention on the s-channel leptoquark production via
which leads to e ± -jet pairs with balanced transverse momenta, up to the detector resolution.
In our evaluation of the subprocess cross section eq → eq, we included the irreducible SM background due to the γ and Z exchange, treating properly its interference with the leptoquark diagrams; see Fig. 1 . The expressions for the subprocess cross sections (σ eq→eq ) are presented in Appendix A for all leptoquark models. The leptoquark production cross section is then obtained by foldingσ eq→eq with the quark (f q/p ) and e ± (f e/p ) distributions in the proton:
where the subprocess center-of-mass energy ( √ŝ ) is related to the pp one ( √ s) byŝ = x e x q s.
The distribution of e ± in the proton is given by
with f γ/p being the distribution of photons in the proton and the splitting rate of γ into e + e − pairs given by [27] f e/γ (z) = α 2π
We chose the scale Q 2 = M 2 lq and denoted by m e (M lq ) the electron (leptoquark) mass.
There are two possibilities for radiation photons of the proton: either the photons are radiated by the proton as a whole and it does not break off, or quarks radiate the photons and the proton fragments. Since this last mechanism leads to a larger photon flux, we considered only it in our analyses. In this case, the photon distribution in the proton is [14] 
with F 2 (z, Q 2 ) being the structure function of a quark inside the proton summed over all the quark flavors including the electric charge factors.
There are many SM processes that lead to the production of e ± and jets. Since some of them give rise to more than one jet or e ± , we can enhance the signal demanding the presence of a single e ± and a single jet in the central region of the detector. This requirement eliminates dangerous backgrounds like the pair production of electroweak gauge bosons or top quarks [13] . Nevertheless, there are further backgrounds for the leptoquark search like the scattering of e ± and (anti) quarks with flavors different of the leptoquark ones; see Fig. 1.
In actual experiments, the observed signal events will not possess a balance between the e ± and jet transverse momenta due to the experimental detector resolution. Consequently, we must analyze backgrounds like the W -jet production, where the W decays into a pair electron-neutrino. Moreover, we should also consider the SM production of Z-jet pairs with the Z decaying into a e + e − pair and one of the e ± escaping undetected.
We mimicked the experimental resolution of the electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeters by smearing the final state quark and lepton energies according to
Angles were smeared in a cone with
δθ| had = 15 mrad hadronic .
We show in Figs. 2a and 2b the typical behavior of the p T distributions of the jet and e ± before (solid line) and after (dashed line) applying the calorimeter resolution for the process (8), including all eq → eq irreducible backgrounds; see Fig. 1 . In these figures, we assumed a S 1L leptoquark with M lq = 1 TeV and κ = 0.3, and we also required that |y e ± ,j | < 3.5 and the invariant mass of the e-j pair (M ej ) to be in the range |M lq ± 40| GeV. The peak around p T = M lq /2 is due to the leptoquark production while the low p T peak is associated to the SM backgrounds. This feature of the p T spectrum provides an efficient way to separate the leptoquark signal from backgrounds. Moreover, the calorimeter resolution broadens the peak associated to the signal and increases slightly the low-p T peak associated to the t-channel backgrounds without changing significantly the total cross section.
We show in Fig. 3 the missing p T spectrum originated from the smearing of the momenta of the final state jet and e ± in process (8) , using the same parameters and cuts of Fig. 2 . As expected, the missing p T distribution is peaked at small values, being negligible for missing p T 's larger than 70 GeV. Moreover, the missing p T in the signal events should be parallel to the total p T of the e ± -jet system since the main effect of the experimental resolution is to alter the magnitude of the measured transverse momenta.
We present in Fig. 4 several distributions for the backgrounds described above which should be contrasted with the signal ones. Fig. 4a (b) contains the p T spectrum of the jet (e ± ) coming from the backgrounds after we applied the same cuts used in Fig. 2 and required p j,e T > 10 GeV to avoid divergences due to gluons. As we can see, the backgrounds are peaked at low transverse momentum of the jet (e ± ) with the largest background being Wjet production. Despite the lack of a s-channel resonance, the p T spectra peak around M lq /2 due to the e ± -jet invariant mass cut. The missing p T distribution of the background, shown in Fig. 4c , reaches its maximum around 40 GeV and extends up to 300 GeV approximately, possessing a larger fraction of events at large missing p T than the signal.
Taking into account the above features of the signal and backgrounds we imposed the following set of cuts in order to enhance the signal and suppress the backgrounds:
(C1) The first requirement is that the jet and e ± are in the pseudo-rapidity interval |y| < 3.5.
(C2) We also demanded the events to have the e-jet invariant mass in the range |M lq ± ∆M| with ∆M given in Table II. (C3) We veto events exhibiting an extra e ± (or parton) in the region |y| < 3.5. This cuts reduces backgrounds like tt production which exhibit many more e ± or jets in the central rapidity region. given in Table II. (C5) We apply a cut on the missing p T requiring its value be lower than those in Table II. (C6) Finally, we require that the cosine of the angles between the direction of missing p T and the p T of e ± and jet to be larger than 0.94.
In principle we should also require the e ± to be isolated from hadronic activity in order to reduce the QCD backgrounds. Nevertheless, it was shown in Ref. [13] that this cut does not further suppress the background after we apply the cut C4.
IV. RESULTS
We present in Table III , as an illustration, the total cross section for producing pairs e − -jet and e + -jet, applying two different sets of cuts to the smeared final state momenta.
We assumed in this table that M lq = 1 TeV and κ = 0.3. We denoted the irreducible eq → eq background by σ bg , which was obtained setting κ = 0. The cuts C3-C6 reduce the backgrounds by two or more orders of magnitude while the efficiency for the signal is of the order of 10-20% depending on the leptoquark type. As we can see, the most important background is the W -jet production, which is larger then the Z-jet and irreducible backgrounds by a factor of roughly 20. Moreover, we verified using ISAJET [28] that the tt production background is effectively reduced by our cuts, specially C3, being it negligible face to the W -jet production. Therefore, the LHC reach in κ and M lq will be controlled by the W -jet background.
Leptoquarks of the type F = 2 couple to pairs e − q, and consequently are more copiously produced in s-channel processes leading to the final state e − -jet than in reactions leading to e + -jet since there are more quarks than anti-quarks in the proton. For F = 0 leptoquarks the situation is the opposite since they couple to e −q pairs. As expected, the results shown in Table III agree with these arguments. Furthermore, using these features of F = 0 and F = 2 leptoquarks, we can differentiate between them simply by counting the number of leptoquark events with electrons and positrons in the final state.
In order to obtain the LHC attainable limits on leptoquarks we employed the final state e − -jet (e + -jet) for F = 2 (F = 0) leptoquarks since this topology possesses the largest signal cross section. Figs. 5a and 5b contain the regions in the plane κ × M lq that can be excluded at the 99.73% CL (3σ level) from negative single leptoquark searches at the LHC for an integrated luminosity of 100 fb −1 . As we can see, the LHC will be able to discover leptoquarks with masses of at least 2 TeV for leptoquark Yukawa couplings of the electromagnetic strength (κ = 0.3). The U 3µ leptoquarks will exhibit the tightest bounds while the U 1µ leptoquarks will possess the loosest limits. Moreover, our results are comparable with those presented in [13] for leptoquark searches using the processes (1)-(3).
We should also study the capability of the LHC to unravel the properties of leptoquarks in the event a signal is observed. As discussed above, the ratio of signal events in the channels e + -jet and e − -jet can discriminate between F = 0 and F = 2 leptoquarks. In order to learn more about the leptoquark giving rise to the signal, we should also study kinematical distributions. For instance, the e ± polar angle distribution for scalars and vectors are distinct in the leptoquark rest frame. As an example, we show, in Fig. 6 , the e − normalized polar angle spectrum, including the backgrounds, for all F = 2 leptoquarks. In this figure, we assumed κ = 0.3 and M lq = 1 TeV and applied the cuts C1-C6. As expected, the distributions of scalar and vector leptoquarks are different, being the scalar distribution flatter. Nevertheless, the discover of the leptoquark spin will only be possible provided there will be enough events to render a statistical meaning to the angular distribution.
We can distinguish leptoquarks that couple to u or d quarks analyzing the leptoquark pseudo-rapidity distribution in the lab frame because leptoquarks coupling to u quarks are produced at larger rapidities than the ones coupling to d's. In Fig. 7 , we show the normalized distributions after cuts for the pseudo-rapidity of scalar (a) and vector leptoquarks (b) with F = 2, where the backgrounds were added to the signal. We can see three distinct curves in Fig. 7a : the largest distribution at central pseudo-rapidities is due toS 1 , which couples only to de − ; the leptoquark triplet S 3 couples to de − and ue − and gives rise to the curve in the middle; the curves peaked at higher rapidities originate from the production of S 1R and S 1L which couple exclusively to e − u. Since S 1R possesses a larger branching ratio into e − u than S 1L , its distribution is larger at high rapidities and less affected by the backgrounds.
The situation is analogous for vector leptoquarks, as can be seen from Fig. 7b .
V. CONCLUSIONS
The discover of leptoquarks is without any doubt a striking signal for the existence of life beyond the standard model. In this work we demonstrated that the search for leptoquarks in the process pp → e ± q → leptoquark → e ± q at the LHC will be able to exclude leptoquarks with masses smaller than 2-3 TeV for Yukawa couplings of the order of the electromagnetic ones and an integrated luminosity of 100 fb −1 . Our results are summarized in Table IV .
It is important to notice that our bounds are comparable to the ones coming from the reactions (1)- (3) [13] . Therefore, it will be possible to make a cross check between the different channels and to improve the bounds combining them. Furthermore, the LHC will be able not only to confirm the present indirect limits on leptoquarks but also to expand them considerably.
If a leptoquark signal is observed at the LHC, we showed that we can determine whether the leptoquark is F = 0 or F = 2 by counting the number of events in the e − -jet and e + -jet final states. Moreover, the spin of the leptoquark can also be established from the e ± polar angle distribution in the leptoquark rest frame provided there are enough events for this distribution to be meaningful. We can even determined which leptoquark multiplet was produced by studying the rapidity spectrum of the leptoquarks in the lab frame. Finally, knowing the type of leptoquark we can estimate κ using the size of the cross section, and consequently determine all leptoquark parameters. Once again, the pair and single production of leptoquarks via (1)- (3) can be used to confirm the leptoquark properties. 
APPENDIX A: SUBPROCESS CROSS SECTIONS
Here we collect the non-polarized differential cross sections in the center-of-mass frame for the processes e ± q (q) → e ± q (q), including scalar and vector leptoquarks with F = 0 and F = 2. The Feynman diagrams contributing to these reactions are displayed in Fig. 1 .
The differential cross section for the process e − q → e − q with the contribution of a F = 2 scalar leptoquark is given by
with
with R f (L f ) being the right-handed (left-handed) coupling of the fermion f to the Z, defined as
where Q f is the electromagnetic charge of the fermion, T f 3 is the third component of the isospin, and θ W is the weak angle.
For F = 2 vector leptoquarks, we have
where
The differential cross section of the process e −q → e −q , taking into account the contribution of a F = 2 scalar leptoquark is
with M ′ given by (A3) and (A7) just switchingŝ ↔û and |M γ | 2 given by (A2). The cross section for this process including vector leptoquarks is
where M ′′ γ(Z)V are given by (A13) and (A15) with the changeŝ ↔û and the other terms remain unchanged. Now, we show the non-polarized differential cross sections for F = 0 scalar and vector leptoquarks. The cross section for the process e + q → e + q including a scalar leptoquark is
with |M γ | 2 , |M Z 0 | 2 , and 2Re(M γZ 0 ) given by (A2), (A3), and (A5) respectively with the exchangeŝ ↔û. The remaining contributions are
The cross section of the process e + q → e + q including F = 0 vector leptoquarks is
We introduced the definitions
Finally, the cross section of the process e +q → e +q , taking into account F = 0 scalar leptoquarks is For the vector leptoquarks, the cross section of this last process is
with M ′′ given by (A27) to (A29) switchingŝ ↔û and the other terms are the same as presented in (A32). p T e (GeV) dσ/dp T e (pb/GeV) FIG. 2. p T distributions of the jet (a) and e ± (b) originating from leptoquarks before (solid line) and after (dashed line) applying the calorimeter resolution for M lq = 1 TeV and κ = 0.3. We imposed the pseudorapidity cuts |y e ± ,j | < 3.5 and required the e-jet invariant mass to be in the range |M lq ± 40| (GeV). Z-jet (dashed line), and eq → eq with κ = 0 (dotted line) backgrounds after applying the calorimeter resolution. We imposed the same cuts used in Fig. 2 and required p j,e T > 10 GeV. 
